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Before starting 

Install R 

You will need to install the correct version of R for your operating system. In order to do 

this visit the R mirror that is closest to your location from: http://www.r-project.org/ 
 

Required packages: include but are not limited to preprocessCore, e1071 and 

randomForest 

QuickStart 

You will need to download the trained model, source code, required data, extract them 

and MUST locate them in the same directory. It is like the situation below: 

 

We provided two categories of models: models with sequence features (in the folder of 

ModelwithSeq) or models without sequence features (in the folder of ModelwithoutSeq). 

models with sequence features are the models we used in our project, however, the 

process of selection of 50 most selected sequence features and training with sequence 

features are quite time consuming and memory consuming. Therefore, we also provided 

the models without sequence features (with only x1 and x2 in the flowchart), these models 

are much faster and only reduce a little performance (less than 4%). 



Analyzing your data 

Your data should be in the correct format: 

1) The given 450K data should be provided as one file for each chromosome (the file 

name need to be named as like *chr1.txt, see examples in the demo data),  

2) The given 450K data file has two columns separated with '\t'. The first column would be 

the location of C in the version of hg19 (needs to be sorted in increasing order), and the 

second column is the methylation value ranging from 0 to 1. 

Then in the R platform, you can just simply type in the command line with the commands 

similar to the example below. 

Source(‘PredictWith450K.R’) 

InputDataFolder <- ‘DemoData’; 

OutputDataFolder <- ‘PredictResult’; 

ChromArray <- c(20,21); 

SeqModel <- 0; 

PredictWith450K(InputDataFolder, OutputDataFolder, ChromArray, SeqModel) 

The definition and possible values about parameters of the function could be found in the 

R script. 

Output 

The predicted methylation values for all the expanded CpG sites of each chromosome 

would be output into the specified output folder. In each output file, there are two columns, 

the first column is the location, and the second column is the predicted methylation value. 


